Disclaimer:

This document is for informational purpose only and is not intended to be a guide or definitive how-to for how you decide to build your engine. This is merely a report of the method and route I chose to follow, and the issues that arose from such a build. You are responsible for your own engine and you make the final decisions for your own project.
Engine Overview:
Bore: 94mm
Stroke: 82mm
Displacement: 1138 CC
Compression Ratio: 8.5:1
Carburetion: Dual Mikuni VM-32 round slide carburetors
Est. HP: TBD
Weight: TBD
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Why the larger displacement?
First off I must admit that had I followed a more conventional build with stock 69mm stroke and 92mm cylinders, I would have encountered many fewer hassles along the way. So why did I choose to go the route I did? The first reason: The eventual plan is to fly the Legal Eagle from a backyard strip tucked along the side of the back 40 acres of our farm. While the location will provide a strip long enough to safely fly with a conventional engine, I wanted a little extra for those hot muggy summer days. The second reason: I like engines, I like to tinker and I was up for a challenge. The third reason: Because I can! And that's what makes home-building great.

Crankshaft
Selection and cutting: In order to gain a little power from cutting the engine in half I chose to go with an 82mm stroker crank. I purchased an EMPI 82mm counter-weighted crankshaft to use as the basis of my build. Doing some research after purchasing the crankshaft I found that “counter-weighted” didn't mean “close to balanced when cut in half” and in fact required a rather different route from the standard better-half VW plans. To use a counter-weighted crankshaft, you must leave the first throw aft of the center bearing on the crankshaft – just cut the rod journal off. I accomplished this with a chop saw and some patience. You don't want to overheat the crankshaft so I cut a little bit at a time and let it cool. The hardest part is getting it clamped into the chop saw securely. I left approximately 1/16” to 1/8” of rod bearing material on the crank throw and after being chopped in half ground it down flat with the back of the crank throw. Drill and tap the oil gallery in the back of the crank for an allen head set screw and seal into the back of the crank with sealant. I used Permatex H3 sealant as is recommended for sealing the block halves.
The issue with leaving the crank throw on the end of the middle bearing is that it means you can no longer place the thrust bearing on the back of the crankshaft as per the better half plans. Instead you must use the standard split bearing shells in the stock location and move the thrust bearing to the front of the crankshaft (2nd bearing from the prop hub, VW bearing #3 location). The setup used is 1 thrust washer against the crank throw, followed by the thrust bearing, then 2 thrust washers followed by the camshaft drive gear. Unfortunately this doesn't just slide together!

The first modification was to increase the inner diameter of the 1st thrust washer so it would slide over the bearing journal. This was done by lightly clamping it in the lathe jaw and sanding away the inner diameter with a Dremel tool and small sanding drum while spinning in the lathe. I did it that way to maintain concentricity as best as possible. You will have to increase this thrust bearings ID slightly larger than the bearing journal diameter because if you look closely at the crankshaft, the transition from the journal to the rod throw is filleted and you don't want the thrust washer standing on the radius.

The next step was bearing fitment into the case. When I purchased the VW crankshaft bearings I purchased them to fit the stock crank bearing size, the oversize OD to match my case line-bore and I
also ordered them with an oversize thrust bearing (as if the case were face cut for the thrust bearing). This gave me the ability to size the bearing for a direct fit onto the case bearing journal. To protect the bearing surface I wrapped the jaws with electrical tape and then LIGHTLY clamped the bearing to cut it. The material is of course soft being a bearing so it machined off very easily with light cuts. I went for a snug fit that didn't require any tapping or hammering to install but wasn't loose either – just right.

Now the front face of the thrust bearing will extend past the bearing journal on the crank, plus we need 2 more thrust washers on top of the thrust bearing. To get everything to fit as needed I needed to back-cut the crankshaft cam timing gear so it would sit against the crankshaft bearing journal as originally intended, but also so it centered and provided room for the 2 thrust washers. You can get very close by measuring the distance from the top of the thrust washers to the face of the crankshaft bearing journal with the end of a caliper. Don't forget you need your oil clearance to be added to this measurement. Measure twice, cut once (I prefer to cut just shy of what is needed so I can test fit and remeasure to sneak up on where it's just perfect). It takes a bit of on and off of the gear, bearing and thrust washer so you'll want a good puller to get everything off without damaging anything. I used a bearing puller though they do make a specific VW tool for pulling the gears. Once you get everything to assemble up to the snap ring and have your appropriate oil clearance by the thrust washers you're set to go. Now take it all apart yet again so you can get the bearings and thrust washers off for balancing! But don't forget to reassemble it with the cam gear, timing gear, gear spacer, snap ring, oil-slinger and prop hub.

**Balancing:** This is a job I figured would have been the easy part – show up at an engine shop with the crank and some money and come back a few days later to pick up a balanced crankshaft. The problem I ran into however was that the crankshaft was too small to fit on any of the balancing machines I could find. The machines were designed to spin the crank while being supported at the nose and tail ends of the crankshaft. With the crankshaft cut in half and having a remaining rod throw on the back, (Or in the case of a conventional crank cut in half with the bearing thrust plate bolted on the back) the crank wouldn't clear the balancing support bars that the crank spun on. Fortunately one of the local engine shops was willing to work with me and gave me a design to build that would bolt onto their machine that could spin the crankshaft. In order to balance the crank we were able to grind a good amount of material away from one side of the back rod throw, and we had to bolt on a weight at the prop hub for some extra weight at the nose. As instructed I started out with a 2”x3”x1/4” steel weight 180* from the key-way in the crank and that turned out to be a great starting point. Since this weight has to be bolted onto the hub, I made sure I bolted a bolt/washers/nut to each prop bolt location and made the bolt 180* from the key-way an extra 1/4” longer than the rest to account for the extra thickness of the weight.

**Engine Case**

**Procurement:** Surprisingly, finding a used VW engine in my area was much more difficult than I had expected. Using Craigslist I searched out quite a few engines. Either they were running engines and were going for around $1,500.00 or more commonly, they were for sale but I had a nightmare of a time actually getting a response from the seller. In one instance I had to contact the seller 3 times before getting a reply that the engine was still for sale. He promised to get me more information about the engine but never did. I spent nearly 2 weeks on that lead alone.

Frustrated with trying to deal locally, I turned to e-bay. Running engines tended to bring a fairly good price. Engine cases enough in their own right. However I managed across a case that was the perfect thing. It had spun the flywheel bearing (stock thrust bearing location, VW refers to it as bearing
The photos looked bad enough that it was likely out of the realm of repair without welding. I managed to win the case for $70 and with another $30 to ship it I had finally gotten a start on the case.

**Modifications:** I followed the standard block modifications as far as blocking off oil passages and block off plates so I won't go into detail about those. What I did have to modify extra was grinding clearance into the case for the stroker crankshaft and connecting rods. This turned into a small nightmare in it's own right. I used an 82mm stroker crankshaft with stock VW connecting rod journal size. My Pistons and connecting rods were match balanced for crankshaft balancing and I also didn't want to remove any more material from the rods/caps being that they're some of the highest stressed parts inside an engine. Besides, there's tons of 82mm stroke VW engines driving on the road daily as it's a common modification. Unfortunately I came to find that one of the spots on my block had a rather thin wall in the casting on top and turned paper thin when grinding the required clearance into the case. This isn't a major setback if you have a TIG welder (which I happen to) except that the case is a Magnesium/Aluminum mix. The first step was finding the AZ61 filler rod. The local welding supply could only get me 5lbs at the cost of an arm and a leg. I finally found an online supplier that could sell me 1lb at a reasonable $60! A good cleaning of the case (Do NOT use brake cleaner!) and off and running with the TIG to build a new “high roof” wall to solve the problem. (This was only an issue in one side of the case on only one of the rod throws – likely a minor casting flaw?) Aside from clearancing the top of the case you also need to clearance around the cylinder opening. To get the proper clearance you will need to temporarily install a cylinder and piston (without the rings) so you can ensure the proper rod motion and geometry inside the engine. Be careful when installing your cylinder studs as they can protrude through the case savers and inside the engine case and become an interference issue with the crankshaft. Be certain to check this on final assembly before installing the cylinders. Grinding the necessary clearance into the block wasn't a hard job, just time consuming. If I hadn't the unfortunate luck to find a thin case wall I would have had both case halves clearanced in only 2-3 hours.

**Cylinder Fitment:** The 94mm cylinders require machining of the case to fit them. The thing to watch out for here is that you will become VERY close to the threads of the case savers. You also will need to deck the surface of the block to get a good sealing surface for the bottom of the cylinder. Doing so will lower your deck height measurement and will likely require the use of cylinder spacers to keep the compression level in check. Also of note is that with an 82mm stroker crank you should get the stroker cylinder/piston set. The stroker pistons have the wrist pin location moved higher to the top of the piston as compared to a stock piston. A stock stroke 94mm piston and cylinder would likely give you hassle with getting a properly set compression ratio.

**Camshaft Selection:** Since I started with a bare engine block I also didn't have a camshaft. In talking with the local VW supplier (MOFOCO) and telling them my purpose, they recommended an Engle W100 camshaft. This is a mild performance cam that is just a bit over the stock performance and is supposed to be good for our power band being a street-style performance cam. Modifications to the camshaft were reasonably straightforward by cutting it off aft of the center bearing. I also back-cut the cam gear to save some weight and drilled some holes in it for extra weight savings. Test fitting it into the block I found that the cam thrust bearing was a slightly tight fit and so I had to sand and polish down one of the two thrust surfaces of the cam bearing. Then once it was spinning freely in it's bearings I found I had to grind away some clearance on the camshaft as well as the side of the 2 cam lobes to provide good clearance for the stroker crank and rods. Clearancing was quickly achieved with a die grinder and bench grinder.
Cylinder Heads

Procurement: The cylinders I purchased from the for-sale section of a popular VW forum – [www.thesamba.com](http://www.thesamba.com). I was able to find an individual who had quite a few good dual port cores for sale. I contacted the individual to see if he also would have a “bad” core for sale that I could purchase, which he did. For a total of 70 bucks plus shipping I had 2 complete VW cylinders, of which one had a crack by the exhaust valve seat.

Cutting/Welding: I used the good core as the basis for the cylinder heads and used the cracked head to donate the outer ( ) shaped portions to weld onto the good head so I could cut down a standard VW valve cover. For the most part the cylinder heads were done by the book utilizing 1.25” aluminum tube out of the intake ports to an aluminum flange to attach the carburetors to.

Machining: Once the welding and fabrication was done I clamped them in the mill and surfaced the valve cover gasket surface flat. Next they were flipped upside down and the heads were opened up for the 94mm size cylinders. This size of cylinder opening will protrude into the holes for the head studs and is normal. Next the heads were cut for a good sealing surface to the cylinders as a final machining pass. New valve guides were installed as well as new valves and of course a fresh grind on the valve seats to ensure they were concentric to the guides and that the valves would seal properly. The head chambers were then CC’ed and matched at 50CC.

Assembly

Engine assembly is as usual once all of the parts are machined and test fit. Knowing the chamber CC’s you can measure your assembled deck height to to calculate your compression ratio. I settled on 8.5:1 as my compression ratio for initial testing. A higher compression ratio will provide more power and higher efficiency but at the effect of more pressure and heat in the heads and cylinders. I believe this will however be counteracted by the fact that we are running the ignition set at TDC vs BTDC as typically set. The retarded timing is a benefit for hand starting (much lower tendency to kick-back) but also has the effect of reducing power output, heat and cylinder pressure. Initial testing will tell me how it acts and if needed I can add a cylinder spacer rather easily that will drop it down to 8:1 compression ratio.
Lessons Learned

If I were to do it again I think I would change to using a stroker crank that utilizes the chevy journal. The smaller rod journal size would allow you to use a smaller connecting rod which would in turn mean less material removal on the block and camshaft to swing the larger stroke. I don't think the reduction in bearing size would have any major effect in our load and RPM range we run them at and it could save yourself a bit of headache. In researching online it became apparent that some 82mm stroker cranks required a lot of material removal while others required nearly none at all, so it must depend somewhat on when the case was cast as to how much material needs to be removed. I chose to keep the stock VW journal because the rods are easy to get, cost less and provided a larger bearing surface area to distribute the load (albeit with a slightly higher bearing speed which I deemed a non-issue in our RPM use). In the end I had to remove a fair bit of material and weld some new in when the case got paper thin in a spot, so I lost that gamble. In retrospect it would have likely been easier to remove material from the rod's big end as well as clearance the block and spend the extra time to re-balance the rods.

Parts Sources

Most of the parts used to build my engine were purchased from three places. The majority of the parts were purchased from MOFOCO of Milwaukee. I was open with them about what I was doing and that it was for an airplane and they took no issue with that fact. They specialize in VW's and carry many of the parts in stock. They have a website and will ship. If you need a part and it's not listed on their website just call and they likely have it as their entire stock is not listed online. They also offer machining services and they are where I took my block to be line-bored. The Major components I purchased from them were engine cylinders, crankshaft, bearings, connecting rods, oil pump, cam gears, camshaft, distributor, valves, valve covers etc. http://www.mofoco.com

The prop hub, lifters and a few misc parts were purchased from Great Plains Aircraft http://www.greatplainsas.com I also received great service from them and being geared for aircraft and ½ VW engines there was no need to dance around what I was doing in fear of being denied purchasing of parts for aircraft use. Of mention however is that for ultralight use, the great plains shrink fit prop hub could likely benefit from some lightening holes drilled in it to remove weight. If I need to shave some weight at final assembly this would be one of my locations to hit up for material removal by drilling in some holes between the prop bolt locations. The next option for weight saving would likely be Nikasil cylinders.

The last larger place I purchased parts from was an online store http://www.jbugs.com From here I purchased the engine gasket kit, push-rod tubes, distributor drive thrust washers, cylinder spacers etc. They carry as complete of an online inventory that I've seen for VW engines and their prices are good.

Crankshaft Balancing by “Fond du Lac Auto Machine” of Fond du Lac WI

Best of luck on your own build!

Christopher Kleman